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The Autonomous Intelligent Robot (AIR) Laboratory consists of researchers and students aiming to develop goal-directed, adaptive, and autonomous behaviors in a wide variety of robots. Since the foundation of the Lab in 1997, we have done a number of different projects including (1) Developing self-localisation algorithms and behaviors for the Pioneer-2 robot participating in the mid-sized RoboCup league, (2) Research on evolutionary robotics using spiking neural networks, (3) Education projects using Lego Mindstorm robot competitions, and (4) Developing behaviors and team strategies for our Aibo robots participating in the four-legged RoboCup competition. In the future we want to study higher-order cognition and emotions in robots, the use of reinforcement learning for learning behaviors and team strategies, and machine learning algorithms for robot-vision and sensor-data fusion.
1. Introduction
The construction of autonomous intelligent robots is one of the most challenging problems for artificial intelligence research. Robots often receive lots of inputs through their sensors, act real-time in a dynamic environment, and live in a continuous space. Issues for reliable autonomous robots are self-localisation, behavior development, vision, the use of efficient machine learning (ML) techniques for behavior learning (e.g. reinforcement learning and evolutionary algorithms) and ML techniques for pattern recognition.

In the autonomous intelligent robot (AIR) laboratory, part of the Intelligent Systems Group at Utrecht University, we research these issues and have been busy on a number of research and education projects which we describe in this presentation. These issues include behavior-based robotics, self-localisation, evolutionary robotics, competition challenges in educative projects, and development of skills for choosing team strategies for RoboCup soccer teams.
2. Self-localisation and Behaviors for the Pioneer-2 Robot
In 2000, we developed the SMART system [de Back 2000] incorporating behavior-based robotics and self-localisation using the laser range finder of the Pioneer 2 robot (Figure 1(A)). SMART also features graphical screenshots showing the positioning of all players and the ball in the field. We participated in the Dutch RoboCup Team (alias Clockwork Orange) together with the University of Amsterdam and the Technical University of Delft in the European RoboCup competition in the mid-sized league in 2000. The self-localisation module was based on an enhanced Hough transform. A Hough transform gets x and y coordinates of objects (including walls and other robots) seen by the laser range finder as inputs and computes lines with their distance and angle relative to the robot. If there were a sufficient number of pixels on a line, the robot was able to compute its own x or y position since the field-dimensions were known. In this way, self-localisation was fast and very precise (within 5% error). The behaviors were the well-known Score, Dribble, Get-Ball, Look-around behaviors implemented in the Subsumption architecture [Brooks 1986]. The Dutch team reached the quarter finals, but was then kicked out by the later Iranian champion.
3. Evolutionary Robotics with Spiking Neural Networks
A group of students: Matthijs van Leeuwen, Jilles Vreeken, and Arne Koopman  worked on evolutionary robotics being inspired by the work of Nolfi and Floreano [Nolfi, 2001] and worked together with Dario Floreano's lab in EPFL. For this they implemented their own system, called GoEvo where different neural network controllers could be evolved by evolutionary algorithms. Using a turtle on top of the Khepera robot (Figure 1(B)), the experiments could be performed on the real robot lasting about one day. Most experiments were done with spiking neural network controllers, which mimic biological neural networks much more than other well-known neural networks, since they rely on spike-trains as information propagators. For the experiments a Khepera robot with a linear camera was used. The evolutionary algorithm evolved the topology of the network. Using this set-up, experiments on collision avoidance were performed, and a number of robust controllers were evolved within 50 generations which could drive around as fast as possible without hitting the walls of the arena. Different behaviors have been evolved, some were going back and forward on a line, some were using the whole arena for driving around.

	
Figure 1: (A) The Pioneer 2 robot,	(B) The Khepera robot using spiking neural network controllers.
4. Lego Mindstorm Robot Competitions.
Autonomous robotics is an interesting research area. Not only for researchers and students in autonomous or intelligent systems, but also for people interested in cognitive science, behavioral biology, and philosophy of mind. Simple robotic systems enable students from these disciplines to explore and discover new ways to view behavior and cognition through a synthetical approach.

To illustrate issues in biology and robotics, the autonomous robotics course consists of three building and programming assignments, done by several groups of two or three students. These tasks promote an incremental approach, building more functionality in the robot with each assignment. First, students build a light-approaching robot, based on Braitenberg vehicle type 2a [Braitenberg, 1984]. Switching from light-approaching (type 2a) to light-avoiding (type 2b) is demonstrated by reconnecting the light-sensors. In the second assignment, students extend their first robot to include 'bump-and-go' behavior. On hitting an obstacle or wall, it backs up, turns, and continues approaching light. Apart from construction and morphological issues, this introduces the problem of action selection. To solve this, a control system is implemented based on the Subsumption architecture [Brooks, 1986].The third and final assignment takes the form of a competition in which students extend, adapt or rebuild the existing robot, building on the knowledge gained in earlier assignments.

	
Figure 2: (A) The participants of the competition,	(B) The Competition Arena

This third robot enters in a cleaning contest (Figure 2). An arena is set out with black tape (without predefined shape), in which several obstacles and cups (or cans) are put randomly. The robot's task is to move as much cups out of the arena, as quickly as possible. The robots are rated by the number of cups correctly cleaned, and time. From our experience, it is clear that this kind of competitive learning environment works well. Students are encouraged to do well, they enjoy working towards a goal, and are rewarded for their efforts by a social event, the final contest.
5. Four-legged RoboCup Research
Our laboratory is the founder of the Dutch Aibo Team (Figure 3) for Robot Soccer and will compete in the four-legged RoboCup league competition in 2004. Our layered architecture is split into: (1) low-level motion and vision, (2) higher-level image processing, and (3) behavior models. The main focus of our lab is on the behavior of the robots. 

The motion part consists of finding new ways of letting the Aibo ERS7 robots walk faster, turn faster, and kick better. Our main research is to investigate the possibilities of developing and using a set of different team soccer strategies. Until recently there was only one standard behavior implemented, but multiple team strategies offer much more flexibility. We assigned different roles to the four robots: a goalie, defender, midfielder, and striker. One important issue it the use of a 'captain' player which keeps track of the relevant state information and uses this to send new strategy messages. Our strategies are roughly based on real-life soccer situations. For instance, when a team's losing and time is running out an 'all-out' strategy may be adapted.

In the future we plan to use reinforcement learning to decide when to switch to certain strategies during a match. Furthermore, reinforcement learning and evolutionary algorithms will be examined for strategy development.

	
Figure 3: The Dutch Aibo Team	
6. Future Work
We plan to use more machine learning algorithms for solving subproblems in robotics. For example, vision can be done by the use of classifiers on a dataset of examples. Since it is often easy to gather a training set, the use of ML techniques may be very advantageous. Now, we still often have to set color threshold for detecting the ball, but orange and pink colors look alike from particular distances and angles which makes this thresholding approach very cumbersome. Furthermore, we want to examine reinforcement learning algorithms for learning robot controllers and compare them to evolutionary algorithms. The advantage of reinforcement learning is that the value functions for applying different skills on the robots can be communicated to team-members, which makes it easier to select team strategies. We also want to continue our research on cognitive robotics where higher-level agent programming languages such as 3-APL, which is developed in the Intelligent Systems Group at Utrecht University, is applied for higher-level reasoning during task performance. We have already implemented an interface between the 3-APL language and our Pioneer 2 robot [Verbeek, 2003], and can use this system to let the agent reason about goals, intentions, and plans. Since 3-APL uses communication mechanisms, it can be directly used for programming multi-agent systems and since its reasoning mechanism can deduce possible conflict situations, we also intend to research the use of 3-APL for reasoning about team strategies. Finally we are interested to research the use of emotions in the Aibo robots, by letting the robot display emotions like happiness (sadness) when the robot thinks he can (cannot) solve his goal.

Our final goal would be to construct a Sapient Agent [Otterlo, 2003] which reasons about multiple goals and plans to attain them, uses emotions for goal selection and interaction with humans, and uses learning capabilities to search among the vast amount of reasoning rules and possible plans to achieve goals.
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